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Abstract—We study the problem of allocating shared resources, such as bandwidth in computer networks and computational

resources in shared clusters, among multiple users by the proportional-share market mechanism. Under this mechanism, each user

partitions his budget among the multiple resources and receives a fraction of each resource proportional to his bid. We first formulate

the resource allocation game under the proportional-share mechanism and study the efficiency and fairness of the equilibrium in this

game. We present analytic and simulation results demonstrating that the proportional-share mechanism achieves a reasonable

balance of high degrees of efficiency and fairness at the equilibrium.

Index Terms—Game theory, resource allocation, proportional-share mechanism.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SHARING of resources can significantly increase a system’s
throughput by using statistical multiplexing to exploit

the bursty utilization pattern of typical users. Some
examples of resources that benefit from this type of sharing
are network capacity and computational resources of
shared clusters (e.g., the Grid [9] and PlanetLab [3]).

One of the challenges in such systems is how to allocate the
shared resources among the different users both efficiently
and fairly. Traditionally, the sharing is done through polices
such as first come first serve and round-robin time sharing.
Such approach has very small overhead, but it lacks the
capability for the user to express the priority of their tasks. It
becomes more problematic as the different components of
such systems are often operated by autonomous individuals
and companies with diverse economic interests.

One promising alternative for allocating resource in
computer systems is to employ a market-based approach. In
a market-based approach, users submit bids for resources,
and the resources are allocated according to some pre-
defined resource allocation mechanisms. Previous work
analyzed the efficiency and fairness of various market-
based allocation mechanisms (some examples are [2], [5],
[8], [22], [30], and [32]). In this paper, we study a particular
scheme in which each resource, such as CPU time, is treated
as a divisible good and is allocated by the proportional-share
allocation mechanism.

In the proportional-share allocator, each user submits
bids for the different resources and receives a fraction of

each resource equal to his bid divided by the sum of all the
bids submitted for that resource. Compared to the other
market mechanisms, such as auction-based methods, this
scheme is simple, computationally efficient, and scalable. In
general, few market mechanisms for computation have
practical implementations and fewer are in operation.
Nonetheless, the proportional share allocator has been
implemented [5], [16] and Tycoon [16], [1] is still in use
(as of 2008). In particular, Tycoon is in operation at HP
Labs, the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN), and various sites of the grid organization Enabling
Grids for E-scienceE (EGEE). This degree of deployment is
due to the ease of implementing proportional-share on top
of the existing proportional-share allocators that are
commonly available in operating systems and virtual
machine systems [31], [28], [19], [21], [6].

In this paper, we investigate the efficiency and fairness of
the proportional-share allocation mechanism, with a focus
on the linear utility function model, though we also consider
nonlinear models. Although the linear model sacrifices
some fidelity, it gains considerable tractability. In addition,
most users find it difficult to specify nonlinear models.

In our model, m users, each with a budget, compete on
n parallel resources, e.g., network bandwidth, CPU cycles,
memory, or storage of hosts in networked shared clusters.
The private preferences of each user are given by a vector of
weights for each resource, reflecting the individual valua-
tions for the different resources. Each user partitions his
budget among the different resources and receives a fraction
of each resource equal to his bid divided by the sum of all the
bids submitted for that resource. In our analysis, we consider
the case where each user has a linear utility function in terms
of the amount of resource received, i.e., each user’s utility is a
weighted sum of the fraction the user gets from each resource.
This assumption is consistent with the practice in which one is
usually most concerned with the total number of CPU cycles
or the total size of the storage space received.

We model the problem as a game in which each user tries
to maximize his own utility function by dividing the budget
wisely. The central questions we would like to investigate
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are the existence and the quality of the Nash equilibria (NE)
of this game. Using game theoretic analysis to analyze the
performance of systems has become a very common
approach in recent years. This is in part due to the emergence
of the Internet and many other distributed systems, which
are composed of distributed computer networks managed
by multiple administrative authorities and shared by users
with competing interests. As such, they can be modeled as
noncooperative games. Our game theoretic analysis takes
this approach. Thus, rather than developing techniques to
compute the optimal outcome, we evaluate the quality of the
stable outcomes in comparison to the optimal one.

For evaluating the NE, we consider both their efficiency
and fairness. Efficiency is the ratio of the achieved social
welfare and the social optimum, also known as the price of
anarchy (POA) [14]. Fairness in our game is measured by two
metrics; namely, utility uniformity and envy-freeness. Utility
uniformity measures the closeness of utilities of different
users, while envy-freeness measures the happiness of users
with their own resources compared to the resources of others.

Our results are as follows:

. Analysis of the existence and quality of NE. We
show analytically that there always exists an NE in
the bounded-budget game if the utility functions
satisfy a fairly weak and natural condition of
strong competitiveness. We also show the worst-case
performance bounds: for m players, the efficiency
at equilibrium is �ð1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p
Þ and the utility uni-

formity is � 1=m.
. Design of algorithms for utility maximization. We

show that strategic users with linear utility functions
can calculate their bids using a best-response algo-
rithm that quickly results in an allocation with high
efficiency with little computational and communica-
tion overhead. We present variations of the best-
response algorithm for both finite and infinite
parallelism tasks. In addition, we present a local
greedy adjustment algorithm that converges more
slowly than best response, but allows for nonlinear
or unformulatable utility functions.

. Simulation results of efficiency and fairness. We
find that although the socially optimal allocation
results in perfect efficiency, it may result in very
poor fairness. Likewise, allocating according to only
users’ preference weights results in a high fairness,
but a mediocre efficiency. Intuition would suggest
that efficiency and fairness are exclusive. Surpris-
ingly, simulation results indicate that the NE,
reached by each user iteratively applying the best-
response algorithm to adapt his bids, achieves nearly
the efficiency of the social optimum and nearly the
fairness of the weight-proportional allocation: the
efficiency is � 0.90, the utility uniformity is � 0.65,
and the envy-freeness is � 0.97, independent of the
number of users in the system. In addition, the time
to converge to the equilibrium is � 5 iterations
when all users use the best-response strategy. The
local adjustment algorithm performs similarly when
there is sufficient competitiveness, but takes 25 to
90 iterations to stabilize.

Related work. The proportional share mechanism has
been studied in the context of relating non-price-taking and
price-taking behaviors in exchange economies. Shapley and
Shubik proposed the trading post game model [27] to
“explore the transition zone between perfect competition
and oligopolistic competition.” In the game, each trader
places a monetary bid on each good held at a trading post
and receives each good at a fraction of his bid to the total
bid placed on that good, hence the “proportional response”
from each trading post. This mechanism has since become
the building block of non-price-taking models for econo-
mies with divisible goods.

In particular, it has been used as price-anticipating
allocation schemes in the context of allocation of network
capacity for flows [10], [11], [12], [13], [26]. One important
assumption made in those existing works is that there is no
budget constraint on each player. This assumption allows one
to relate the NE to the solution of a (usually convex) global
optimization problem, similar to the work of congestion
(potential) games [18], [25]. However, those techniques no
longer apply to our game because we model users as having
bounded budgets and private preferences for resources. For
example, unlike those games, our game may admit multiple
NE. Milchtaich [17] studied congestion games with private
preferences but the technique in [17] is specific to a congestion
game. Thus, by introducing the natural constraint of bounded
budget, our model results in a qualitatively different game
and requires different techniques.

Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: We describe the model in Section 2. In Section 3, we
derive the existence of NE in our game, and Sections 4 and 5
analyze the efficiency and fairness of the equilibrium
allocation. In Section 6, we describe algorithms for users
to optimize their own utility in the bounded-budget game.
In Section 7, we describe our simulator and simulation
results. We conclude by discussing some limits of our
model and future work in Section 8.

2 MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We study the problem of allocating a set of divisible
resources. We refer to the resources as machines, although
our model and analysis apply to the allocation of any type
of computational resource. Suppose that there are m users
and n machines. Each machine can be continuously divided
for allocation to multiple users. An allocation scheme
! ¼ ðr1; . . . ; rmÞ, where ri ¼ ðri1; . . . ; rinÞ with rij represent-
ing the share of machine j allocated to user i, satisfies that
for any 1 � i � m and 1 � j � n, rij � 0 and

Pm
i¼1 rij � 1.

Let � denote the set of all the allocation schemes.

Resource allocation scheme. We consider the price

anticipating mechanism in which each user submits a bid to

each machine, and the price of the machine is determined by

the total bids submitted. Formally, suppose that user i

submits a nonnegative bid xij to machine j. The price of

machine j is then set to Yj ¼
Pn

i¼1 xij, the total bids placed on

the machine j. The allocation of the resources is done

according to the proportional share mechanism. That is, user

i receives a fraction of rij ¼ xij
Yj

of j. When Yj ¼ 0, i.e., when

there is no bid on a machine, the machine is not allocated to

anyone. We call xi ¼ ðxi1; . . . ; xinÞ the bidding vector of user i.
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The additional consideration we have is that each user i
has a budget (or money) constraint Xi. Therefore, user i’s
total bids have to sum up to his budget, i.e.,

Pn
j¼1 xij � Xi.

The budget constraints come from the fact that the users do
not have infinite budget, which is a standard assumption in
economic models.

Utility functions. Each user i’s utility is represented by a
function Ui of the fraction ðri1; . . . ; rinÞ the user receives from
each machine, and the vector ðwi1; . . . ; winÞ of weights he
assigns to each machine, reflecting his private preferences for
the different machines. Given the problem domain we
consider, the basic utility function we consider is the linear
utility function: Uiðri1; . . . ; rinÞ ¼ wi1ri1 þ � � � þ winrin, where
wij � 0 is user i’s private preference, also called his weight, on
machine j. For example, suppose machine 1 has a faster CPU
but less memory than machine 2, and user 1 runs CPU-
bounded applications, while user 2 runs memory-bounded
applications. As a result, w11 > w12 and w21 < w22.

We remark that in our model, the money serves as an

intermediary and bears no intrinsic utility to the user, and

the user should burn all the budget at the optimum

bidding. While this is the standard treatment in economics,

for example, in the pari-mutuel [7] and Fisher market

model [4], one may assume that money has intrinsic value

because of its potential of bringing utility to the user in

future. In this case, we may consider the quasilinear utility

function with the form uiðri1; . . . ; rin; biÞ ¼
P

j wijrij þ bi,
where bi is the amount of budget left to i after he places his

bids. Such a quasilinear utility function can be approxi-
mated by a linear utility function as follows: Take a number

B�
P

i Xi and�
P

i;j wij. We add an artificial resource m0

and a buyer 0 with the properties that the buyer 0 has a

budget of B and is solely interested in m0. We then let

u0iðri0; ri1; . . . ; rinÞ ¼ Bri0 þ
P

j wijrij. It can be easily verified

that the economy with utility functions u0 approximates

that with quasilinear utility functions u within any degree

when we choose a sufficiently large B. Or intuitively, m0 is

a resource from which the users may get approximately

constant return of their bids. We hence only focus on the

model of linear utility functions in this paper.
Another implication of the linear utility functions is that

each user has enough jobs or enough parallelism within jobs
to utilize all the resources he obtains. Consequently, the
user’s goal is to grab as much of a resource as possible. We
call this the infinite parallelism model. In practice, a user’s
application may have an inherent limit on parallelization
(e.g., some computations must be done sequentially) or
there may be a system limit (e.g., the application’s data is
being served from a file server with limited capacity). To
model this, we also consider the more realistic finite
parallelism model, where the user’s parallelism is bounded
by ki, and the user’s utility Ui is the sum of the ki largest
wijrij. In this model, the user only submits bids to up to
ki machines. Our abstraction is to capture the essence of the
problem and facilitate our analysis. In Section 8, we discuss
the limit of the above definition of utility functions.

Best response. As typically, we assume the users are
selfish and strategic—they all act to maximize their own
utility, defined by their utility functions. From the perspective
of user i, if the total bids of the other users placed on each

machine j is yj, then the best response of user i to the system is
the solution of the following optimization problem:

maximize Ui
xi1

xi1 þ y1
; . . . ;

xin
xin þ yn

� �
subject to

Xn
j¼1

xij ¼ Xi; and xij � 0:

The difficulty of the above optimization problem
depends on the formulation of Ui. In Section 6, we treat
the algorithmic aspects of computing the best response in a
dynamic setting. We show how to solve it for the infinite
parallelism model and provide a heuristic for finite
parallelism model.

Naturally, each user would adjust his allocation to the
best response to the other users’ allocation, so as to
maximize his own utility. Of course, if every user does
such adjustment, it may result in constantly changing
allocations, which is undesirable from the user’s perspec-
tive. Therefore, it is central to ask if there exists a
combination of allocations such that no user has incentive
to reallocate. This leads to the notion of NE.

NE. An NE is a state (i.e., collection of bidding vectors),
one for each user, such that each user’s bidding vector is the
best response to those of the other users. Formally, the
bidding vectors x1; . . . ;xm form an NE if for any 1 � i � m,
xi is the best response to the system, or, for any other
bidding vector x0i

Uiðx1; . . . ;xi; . . . ;xmÞ � Ui x1; . . . ;x0i; . . . ;xm
� �

:

The NE is desirable because it is a stable state at which no
one has incentive to change his strategy. Yet, not all games
admit an NE. Indeed, an NE may not exist in the price
anticipating scheme we define above. This can be shown by a
simple example of two players and two machines. For
example, let U1ðr1; r2Þ ¼ r1 and U2ðr1; r2Þ ¼ r1 þ r2. Then,
player 1 should never bid on machine 2 because it has no
value to him. Now, player 2 has to put a positive bid on
machine 2 to claim the machine, but there is no lower limit to
his bid, resulting in the nonexistence of the NE. We should
note that even a mixed strategy equilibrium does not exist in
this example (which does not contradict Nash’s existence
theorem since the action space is infinite in our case). Clearly,
this happens whenever there is a resource that is “wanted”
by only one player. To rule out this case, we consider those
strongly competitive games.1 Under the infinite parallelism
model, a game is called strongly competitive if for any
1 � j � n, there exists an i 6¼ k such that wij, wkj > 0.

In cases where an NE exists, the next important question
is the performance at the NE, which is often measured by its
efficiency and fairness. For a meaningful discussion of
efficiency and fairness, we assume that the users are
symmetric by requiring that Xi ¼ 1 and

Pn
j¼1 wij ¼ 1 for

all the 1 � i � m. Informally, we require that all the users
will have the same budget and the same utility when they
own all the resources. This precludes the case in which a
user with an extremely high budget has low valuations for
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the resources, resulting in very low efficiency or low
fairness at equilibrium.

The definition of NE describes a desirable state at which
every user’s behavior is rational and predictable. It,
however, does not describe how such a state can be
reached. In this paper, we also investigate the natural best-
response dynamics, in which each player, in his turn,
responds with the action that yields him he maximum
utility, given the strategies taken by the other players.
Clearly, whenever the best-response dynamics converges, it
converges to an NE. However, it may not converge in some
games. One finding of this paper is that, in the game we
study, the best-response dynamics may not converge in
theory, but it almost always does as long as the population
is not too small.

Efficiency. For an allocation scheme ! 2 �, denote
by Uð!Þ ¼

P
i UiðriÞ the social welfare under !. Let

U� ¼ max!2� Uð!Þ denote the optimal social welfare—the
maximum possible aggregated user utilities. The efficiency
at an allocation scheme ! is defined as �ð!Þ ¼ Uð!Þ

U� . Let �0

denote the set of the allocation at the NE. When there exists
NE, i.e., �0 6¼ ;, define the efficiency of a game Q to be
�ðQÞ ¼ min!2�0

�ð!Þ.
It is usually the case that � < 1, i.e., there is an efficiency

loss at an NE. Papadimitriou [20] coined the term “price of
anarchy,” defined as the ratio between the social optimum
and the worst-case NE (thus, it is always � 1). Informally,
the POA is the price incurred due to the fact that each user
acts independently with his own objective function in mind.
In cases where the POA is relatively small (i.e., close to 1), it
serves as an indication for robustness against selfish
behavior. Our efficiency measure is the inverse of the
POA, and is always � 1. In our case, a high value (i.e., close
to 1) indicates a high efficiency level.

Fairness. While the definition of efficiency is standard,

there are multiple ways to define fairness. We consider

two metrics. One is by comparing the users’ utilities. The

utility uniformity �ð!Þ of an allocation scheme ! is defined

to be mini Uið!Þ
maxi Uið!Þ , the ratio of the minimum utility and

the maximum utility among the users. Such definition (or

utility discrepancy defined similarly as maxi Uið!Þ
mini Uið!Þ ) is used

extensively in computer science literature. Under this

definition, the utility uniformity �ðQÞ of a game Q is

defined to be �ðQÞ ¼ min!2�0
�ð!Þ.

The other metric, extensively studied in Economics, is

the concept of envy-freeness [29]. Unlike the utility

uniformity metric, the envy-freeness concerns how the user

perceives the value of the share assigned to him, compared

to the shares other users receive. Within such a framework,

define the envy-freeness of an allocation scheme ! by

�ð!Þ ¼ mini;j
UiðriÞ
UiðrjÞ . When �ð!Þ � 1, the scheme is known as

an envy-free allocation scheme. Likewise, the envy-freeness

�ðQÞ of a game Q is defined to be �ðQÞ ¼ min!2�0
�ð!Þ.

3 NASH EQUILIBRIUM EXISTENCE

We first provide a characterization of the equilibria. By
definition, the bidding vectors x1; . . . ;xm is an NE if and
only if each player’s strategy is the best response to the

group’s bids. Since Ui is a linear function and the domain of
each users bids fðxi1; . . . ; xinÞj

P
j xij ¼ Xi; and xij � 0g is a

convex set, the first-order optimality condition, by applying
Lagrange multiplier, is that there exists �i > 0 such that

@Ui
@xij
¼ wij

Yj � xij
Y 2
j

¼ �i if xij > 0; and
� �i if xij ¼ 0:

�
ð1Þ

Or intuitively, at an equilibrium, each user has the same
marginal value on machines where they place positive bids
and has lower marginal values on those machines where
they do not bid (recall that Yj ¼

Pn
i¼1 xij).

We next prove that the existence holds for any m-player
game, as long as it is strongly competitive. One difficulty
that prevents us from applying standard argument, e.g.,
Rosen’s theorem [24], is the discontinuity of the game at the
point where for some j, xij ¼ 0 for each i. To overcome this
difficulty, we consider a perturbed game Q" of Q and first
show the existence of NE in Q". We then argue that by
letting "! 0, a limiting point of the NE is an NE of the
original game Q. This approach is similar to that is in [11].
We note that in [23], Reny proposed the notion of better-
reply security as a general approach to proving the
existence of NE in a game with discontinuity. It is plausible
that our result can be achieved by taking that route too.

Theorem 1. In any m-player strongly competitive game, there
exists a pure NE.

Proof. Recall that wij is the weight of user i on machine j,
where 1 � i � m and 1 � j � n. We consider strongly
competitive game in which for any 1 � j � n, there exist
i1 6¼ i2, such that wi1j; wi2j > 0. Suppose that xij is the bid
of player i on machine j. Let Yj ¼

Pm
i¼1 xij, the total

amount bid on machine j, and zij ¼ Yj � xij. Let
X ¼

Pm
i¼1 Xi, the total money in the system, and

Zi ¼ X �Xi.
As mentioned above, we will show the existence of

NE as a limit point of the NE of a sequence of perturbed
games Q". Consider the perturbed game Q" in which
each player’s payoff function is defined as

U"
i ðxÞ ¼

Xn
j¼1

wij
xij

"þ Yj
:

Or we can think that there is an additional player who
bids a tiny amount of money on each machine so the
function U"

i is continuous and concave everywhere. It is
easily verified that U"

i is concave in xij’s, for 1 � j � n.
The domain of player i’s strategy is the set

�i ¼ ðxi1; . . . ; xinÞ j
Xn
j¼1

xij ¼ Xi; xij � 0

( )
;

which is clearly a compact convex set. Therefore, by
Rosen’s theorem [24], there exists an NE of the game Q".
Pick !" ¼ ðx"ijÞ be any equilibrium. Let "! 0. Again, since
the strategy space is compact, there exist an infinite
sequence that converges to a limit point. Suppose the limit
point is !, i.e., we have a sequence "k ! 0 and !"k ! !.
Clearly, ! is a legitimate strategy. We shall show that ! is
an NE of the original gameQ ¼ Q0. We can safely assume
that for each player i, it has nonzero weights on at least two
machines. The other cases can be easily handled—if the
weights in a player’s utility function is all 0, we can split his
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money evenly on all the machines; if the utility function of
a player has only one positive weight, the player will have
to bid all of his money on that machine. In both cases, it will
only increase the reservation price on some machines and
not cause problem to our argument.

Let us consider only those "’s in the converging
sequence. In what follows, a constant means a number
that is solely determined by the system parameters, m, n,
wij’s, and Xi’s, and is independent of ". Similarly, let
Y "
j ¼

Pm
i¼1 x

"
ij, and z"ij ¼ Y "

j � x"ij. tu
Lemma 1. There exists a constant M0, M1 > 0 such that for

sufficiently small ", M0 � �"i �M1 for any 1 � i � m.

Proof. For any player i, it has to bid at least Xi

n on
some machine with positive weight, suppose it is
machine j. Then,

�"i ¼ wij
"þ zij

ð"þ zij þ xijÞ2
:

Therefore, �"i is minimized when zij ¼ X �Xi and
maximized when "þ zij ¼ xij. Thus,

�"i � wij
"þX �Xi

ð"þXÞ2
;

and

�"i �
wij
4xij
� nwij

4Xi
:

Set M0 ¼ minwij>0 wij
X�Xi

4X2 and M1 ¼ maxwij>0
nwij
4Xi

. It is
easy to verify that when " � X, M0 � �"i �M1. tu

Lemma 2. There exists a constant c0 > 0 such that for
sufficiently small " and for any j, Y "

j � c0.

Proof. We first show that for sufficiently small ", in the NE of

Q", there are at least two players bidding on each machine.

For machine j, let wj, Wj be, respectively, the minimum

and maximum nonzero weight on j. When " < wj=M1

(defined in Lemma 1), there must exist some player

bidding on machine j because otherwise for a player iwith

wij > 0, i’s margin on machine j would be wij=" > M1,

contradicting with Lemma 1. Thus, there must be some

player bidding on player j for sufficiently small ". Now,

consider the situation when there is only one player

bidding on machine j. Suppose it is player i. Then,

�i ¼ wij "
ð"þx"

ij
Þ2 . Since �i �M0, x"ij �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wij"
M0

q
� ". For another

player k with nonzero weight on j (we know there must

exist one by assumption), its margin � on machine j is

wkj
"þ x"ij

� wkj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M0

wij"

s
:

Therefore, when " <
w2
jM0

WjM
2
1

, there must be at least two
players bidding on j.

Now, suppose that there are k � 2 players bidding on

machine j in Q". Let them be player 1 to k. Clearly, all of

those players have nonzero weights on j. By Lemma 1,

we have that for any 1 � i � k, wij
"þz"ij
ð"þY "

j Þ
2 �M1.

Set M2 ¼ maxwij>0 M1=wij. Then,

"þ z"ij
"þ Y "

j

� 	2
�M1=wij �M2; for 1 � i � k:

Thus,

kM2 �
Xk
i¼1

"þ z"ij
"þ Y "

j

� 	2
¼
k"þ

Pk
i¼1 z

"
ij

"þ Y "
j

� 	2

¼
k"þ ðk� 1ÞY "

j

"þ Y "
j

� 	2
>

k� 1

"þ Y "
j

:

Therefore, Y "
j >

k�1
kM2
� " for k � 2. Set c0 ¼ 1

4M2
. When "

is sufficiently small, say � 1
4M2

, we have that Y "
j � c0. tu

We are now ready for the main lemma.

Lemma 3. For any � > 0, for sufficiently small ", we have that

@UiðxÞ
@xij

ð!Þ � @U
"
i ðxÞ
@xij

ð!"Þ










 � �:
Proof.

@UiðxÞ
@xij

ð!Þ ¼wij
zij
Y 2
j

;

@U"
i ðxÞ
@xij

ð!"Þ ¼wij
z"ij

"þ Y "
j

� 	2
:

The lemma follows immediately by z"ij ! zij and
Y "
j ! Yj, and that Y "

j � c0, for some constant c0 > 0. tu
Now, we are ready to show that ! is an NE of the

game Q. Suppose it is not true, then the optimum condition

is violated for some player i. There are two possibilities:

1. There are j, k, where j 6¼ k, such that xij, xik > 0 and
@Ui
@xij
6¼ @Ui

@xik
. By Lemma 3, we know that for sufficiently

small ", the following holds: x"ij > 0, x"ik > 0, and
@U"

i

@xij
ð!"Þ 6¼ @U"

i

@xik
ð!"Þ. It contradicts with !" being an NE

of Q". Write �i ¼ wij @Ui@xij
ð!Þ for xij > 0.

2. There is j such that xij ¼ 0, and wij
@Ui
@xij
ð!Þ > �i. By

the same argument in 1, we can derive contradiction.

Hence, ! is an NE of the game Q.

4 EFFICIENCY

The efficiency of a game Q is defined as: �ðQÞ ¼
min!2�0

�ð!Þ, which is the inverse of the POA. It is easy to

verify that the social optimum is achieved as follows:

Claim 1. The optimal social welfare is achieved when each

machine is fully allocated to the player who has the maximum

weight on the machine (where ties are broken arbitrarily). That

is, U� ¼
Pn

j¼1 max1�i�m wij.

If we allow arbitrary budgets and weights, then clearly

the POA of the game is not bounded. For the analysis

purpose, we consider only balanced games in which all the

players have the same budget, 1, and for any i,
P

j wij ¼ 1.
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4.1 Two-Player Games

We next show that even in the simplest nontrivial case when

there are two users and two machines, the game has

interesting properties. We start with two special cases to

provide some intuition about the game. In what follows, we

assume that each user has a bounded budget of 1. The weight

matrices are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, which correspond,

respectively, to the equal-weight and opposite-weight

games. Let x and y denote the respective bids of users 1 and

2 on machine 1 (clearly, their respective bids on machine 2 are

1� x and 1� y). Also denote s ¼ xþ y and � ¼ ð2� sÞ=s.
Example 1: Equal-weight game. In Fig. 1a, both users have

equal valuations for the two machines. By the optimality

condition, for the bid vectors to be in equilibrium, they

need to satisfy the following equations (according to (1)):

�
y

ðxþ yÞ2
¼ð1� �Þ 1� y

ð2� x� yÞ2
;

�
x

ðxþ yÞ2
¼ð1� �Þ 1� x

ð2� x� yÞ2
:

By simplifying the above equations, we obtain that
� ¼ 1� 1=� and x ¼ y ¼ �. Thus, there exists a unique
NE of the game where the two users have the same
bidding vector. At the equilibrium, the utility of each
user is 1/2, and the social welfare is 1. Since OPT ¼ 1 as
well, �ðQÞ ¼ 1.

Example 2: Opposite-weight game. The situation is differ-

ent for the opposite game in which the two users put the

exact opposite weights on the two machines. Assume

WLOG that � � 1=2. Similarly, for the bid vectors to be at

the equilibrium, they need to satisfy

�
y

ðxþ yÞ2
¼ð1� �Þ 1� y

ð2� x� yÞ2
;

ð1� �Þ x

ðxþ yÞ2
¼� 1� x
ð2� x� yÞ2

:

By simplifying the above equations, we have that each
NE corresponds to a nonnegative root of the cubic equation
fð�Þ ¼ �3 � c�2 þ c� � 1 ¼ 0, where c ¼ 1

2�ð1��Þ � 1.

Clearly, � ¼ 1 is a root of fð�Þ. When � ¼ 1, we have
that x ¼ �, y ¼ 1� �, which is the symmetric equili-
brium that is consistent with our intuition—each user
puts a bid proportional to his preference of the machine.
At this equilibrium, U ¼ 2� 4�ð1� �Þ, U� ¼ 2�, and
U=U� ¼ ð2�þ 1

�Þ � 2, which is minimized when � ¼
ffiffi
2
p

2
with the minimum value of 2

ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2 � 0:828. However,

when � is large enough, there exist two other roots,
corresponding to less intuitive asymmetric equilibria.

Intuitively, the asymmetric equilibrium arises when
user 1 values machine 1 a lot, but by placing even a
relatively small bid on machine 1, he can get most of the
machine because user 2 values machine 1 very little, and
thus places an even smaller bid. In this case, user 1 gets
most of machine 1 and almost half of machine 2.

The threshold is achieved when f 0ð1Þ ¼ 0, i.e., when
c ¼ 1

2�ð1��Þ � 1 ¼ 3. This solves to �0 ¼ 2þ
ffiffi
2
p

4 � 0:854.
Those asymmetric equilibria at � 6¼ 1 are “bad” as they
yield lower efficiency than the symmetric equilibrium.
Let �0 be the minimum root. When �! 0, c! þ1, and
�0 ¼ 1=cþ oð1=cÞ ! 0. Then, x, y! 1. Thus, U ! 3=2,
U� ! 2, and U=U� ! 0:75. tu

From the above simple game, we already observe that

the NE may not be unique, which is different from many

congestion games in which the NE is unique.
The following theorem shows that the above efficiency is

in fact the worst case.

Theorem 2. For a two player game, �ðQÞ � 3=4, and the bound

is tight.

The proof of above theorem follows from the following

two lemmas, whose proofs are included in Appendices A

and B.

Lemma 4. The lowest efficiency can be realized by a two machine

balanced game.

Lemma 5. When there are two machines and two players, the

efficiency is at least 3/4.

4.2 m-Player Games

We next present efficiency bounds for the m-player game.

Theorem 3. For the m-player game Q, �ðQÞ ¼ �ð1= ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p Þ, and

the bound is tight in the worst case.

In what follows, we provide an example demonstrating

the lower bound. For the upper bound proof, refer to [33].

Example 3. Consider a game with m ¼ n2 þ n players and

n machines. Of the players, there are n2 who have the

same weights on all the machines, i.e., 1=n on each

machine. The other n players have weight 1, each on a

different machine and 0 (or a sufficiently small �) on all

the other machines. Clearly, U� ¼ n. The following

allocation is an equilibrium: the first n2 players evenly

distribute their money among all the machines, the other

n player bid all of their money on their respective

favorite machine. Hence, the total money on each

machine is nþ 1. At this equilibrium, each of the first

n2 players receives 1
n

1=n
nþ1 ¼ 1

n2ðnþ1Þ on each machine,

resulting in a total utility of n3 � 1
n2ðnþ1Þ < 1. The other

n players each receives 1
nþ1 on their favorite machine,

resulting in a total utility of n � 1
nþ1 < 1. Therefore, the

total utility of the equilibrium is < 2, while the social

optimum is n ¼ �ð
ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p
Þ. This bound is the worst

possible.
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Fig. 1. Two special cases of two-player games. (a) Equal weight game.

(b) Opposite weight game.



5 FAIRNESS

To measure the fairness of theequilibrium, we use two

metrics, namely, utility uniformity and envy-freeness.

5.1 Utility Uniformity

The utility uniformity is defined as the ratio between the

highest and the lowest utility levels that a user achieves in

the game. We begin with an analysis of the two simple

games presented in Examples 1 and 2 in Section 4. In the

equal-weight game, both users receive the same utility at

the unique equilibrium, therefore �ðQÞ ¼ 1. In contrast, in

the opposite-weight game, when � approaches 1, there

exists an asymmetric equilibrium in which the utility

uniformity approaches 1/2. We next show that this is the

worst case for a two-player game.

Theorem 4. For the m-player game Q, �ðQÞ � 1=m, and the

bound is tight in the worst case.

Proof. Let ðS1; . . . ; SnÞ be the current total bids on the

n machines, excluding user i. User i can ensure a utility

of 1=m by distributing his budget proportionally to the

current bids. That is, user i, by bidding sij ¼ Si=
Pn

i¼1 Si
on machine j, obtains a resource level of

rij ¼
sij

sij þ Sj
¼ Sj=

Pn
i¼1 Si

Sj=
Pn

i¼1 Si þ Sj
¼ 1

1þ
Pn

i¼1 Si
;

where
Pn

j¼1 Sj ¼
Pm

j¼1 Xj �Xi ¼ m� 1.

Therefore, rij ¼ 1
1þm�1 ¼ 1

m . The total utility of user i is

Xn
j¼1

rijwij ¼ ð1=mÞ
Xn
j¼1

wij ¼ 1=m:

Since each user’s utility cannot exceed 1, the minimal
possible uniformity is 1=m.

To see that the bound is tight, we consider the case
when w11 ¼ 1, w1j ¼ 0 for 2 � j � n, wi1 ¼ � for
2 � i � m, and wij ¼ ð1� �Þ=ðn� 1Þ for 2 � i � m and
2 � j � n. It is easily verified that for sufficiently small �,
U1 ¼ 1 and Ui � 1=m for 2 � i � m. tu

5.2 Envy-Freeness

We begin our discussion with the simple two-player games

presented in Section 4. It is easy to verify that both games

are envy free. More generally, we have that

Claim 2. Any two-player game is envy free.

Proof. Suppose that the two user’s shares are r1 ¼
ðr11; . . . ; r1nÞ and r2 ¼ ðr21; . . . ; r2nÞ, respectively. Then,

U1ðr1Þ þ U1ðr2Þ ¼ U1ðr1 þ r2Þ ¼ U1ð1; . . . ; 1Þ ¼ 1 because

ri1 þ ri2 ¼ 1 for all 1 � i � n. Again by that U1ðr1Þ �
1=2 (Theorem 4), we have that U1ðr1Þ � U1ðr2Þ, i.e., any

equilibrium allocation is envy free. tu

For m-player games, while the utility uniformity can be

small, the envy-freeness, on the other hand, is bounded by a

constant of 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2 � 0:828, as shown in [33].

Theorem 5. For the m-player game Q, �ðQÞ � 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2, and the

bound is tight in the worst case.

6 ALGORITHMS

In the previous sections, we proved analytically the existence

of an NE in the bounded-budget resource allocation game.

We also provided upper and lower bounds on the efficiency

and fairness of the allocation game. Yet, it is unclear whether

and under what strategies the game will converge to an

equilibrium. In particular, we would like to find out whether

the intuitive strategy of each player constantly readjusting his

bids according to the best-response algorithm leads to an

equilibrium. In addition, it is interesting to examine the

expected efficiency and fairness under reasonable distribu-

tions of the players’ preferences. To answer these questions,

we resort to simulations.
In this section, we present the algorithms that we use to

compute the social optimum and the (approximated) best

response in our experiments. We consider both the infinite

parallelism and finite parallelism models.

6.1 Infinite Parallelism Model

6.1.1 Best Response

We now present the algorithm for computing the best

response in the infinite-parallelism model. Recall that for

weights w1; . . . ; wn, total bids y1; . . . ; yn, and the budget X,

the best response is to solve the following optimization

problem:

maximize U ¼
Xn
j¼1

wj
xj

xj þ yj
subject to

Xn
j¼1

xj ¼ X; and xj � 0:

To compute the best response, we first sort
wj
yj

in

decreasing order. Without loss of generality, suppose that

w1

y1
� w2

y2
� . . .

wn
yn
:

Suppose that x� ¼ ðx�1; . . . ; x�nÞ is the optimal solution.

Claim 3. If x�i ¼ 0, then it must hold that for any j > i, x�j ¼ 0.

Proof. Suppose these were not true. Then,

@U

@xj
ðx�Þ ¼wj

yj

x�j þ yj
� 	2

< wj
yj
y2
j

¼ wj
yj
� wi
yi
¼ @U

@xi
ðx�Þ:

Thus, it contradicts with the optimality condition (1). tu

Suppose that k ¼ maxfijx�i > 0g. Again, by the optimality

condition, there exists � such that wi
yi

ðx�iþyiÞ
2 ¼ � for

1 � i � k, and x�i ¼ 0 for i > k. Equivalently, we have that

x�i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wiyi
�

r
� yi; for 1 � i � k; and x�i ¼ 0 for i > k:

Replacing them in the equation
Pn

i¼1 x
�
i ¼ X, we can

solve for � ¼ ð
Pk

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wiyi
p Þ2

ðXþ
Pk

i¼1
yiÞ2

. Thus,
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x�i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wiyi
pPk
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wiyi
p X þ

Xk
i¼1

yi

 !
� yi:

The remaining question is how to determine k. It is the
largest value such that x�k > 0. Thus, we obtain the
following algorithm to compute the best response of a user:

1. Sort the machines according to wi
yi

in decreasing
order.

2. Compute the largest k such that

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wkyk
pPk
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wiyi
p X þ

Xk
i¼1

yi

 !
� yk � 0:

3. Set xj ¼ 0 for j > k, and for 1 � j � k, set

xj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wjyj
pPk
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wiyi
p X þ

Xk
i¼1

yi

 !
� yj:

The computational complexity of this algorithm is

Oðn lognÞ, dominated by the sorting. In practice, the best

response can be computed infrequently (e.g., once a

minute), so for a typically powerful modern host, this cost

is negligible.
The best-response algorithm must send and receive

OðnÞ messages because each user must obtain the total

bids from each host. In practice, this is more significant

than the computational cost. Note that hosts only reveal

to users the sum of the bids placed on them. As a result,

hosts do not reveal the private preferences and even the

individual bids of one user to another.
We next demonstrate that best-response dynamics do not

guarantee convergence to an NE.

Claim 4. The best-response dynamics (where players readjusting

their bids based on the best-response algorithm) do not

necessarily converge to an NE of the game.

Proof. Consider the example with four players and two

machines. Let ", � > 0 be small constant. Let the weights be

w11 ¼ "; w12 ¼ 1� ";
w21 ¼ 1� "; w22 ¼ ";
w31 ¼ 1; w32 ¼ 0;
w41 ¼ 0; w42 ¼ 1:

Let the players’ budgets be X1 ¼ 1, X2 ¼ 1, X3 ¼ �,
and X4 ¼ �. In this example, players 3 and 4 always place
all of their bids on machines 1 and 2, respectively. It is
easily verified that when players 1 and 2 start with an
even split of bids, the best response, alternatively
performed by players 1 and 2, cycles. tu

Despite this example, the simulations in the next section

show that large oscillations should not be expected under

the distribution of preferences we consider. The question of

whether there exists a distribution of preferences that

guarantees convergence of the best-response dynamics to

an NE remains an open question.
Open question 1. Are there distribution of preferences that

guarantee convergence of the best-response dynamics to an NE?

6.2 Finite Parallelism Model

In practice, some applications may contain inherent limits
on parallelization. To model this, we consider the finite
parallelism model, where each user i only places bids on at
most ki machines. Obviously, the infinite parallelism model
is a special case of the finite parallelism model in which
ki ¼ n for all the i’s. In the finite parallelism model,
computing the social optimum is no longer trivial due to
the bounded parallelism. Yet, it can be computed by using
the maximum matching algorithm.

Consider the weighted complete bipartite graph
G ¼ U 	 V , where U ¼ fui‘j1 � i � m and 1 � ‘ � kig, V ¼
f1; 2; . . . ; ng with edge weight wij assigned to the edge
ðui‘; vjÞ. A matching of G is a set of edges with disjoint
nodes, and the weight of a matching is the total weights
of the edges in the matching. As a result, the following
lemma holds.

Lemma 6. The social optimum in the finite-parallelism model is
obtained as the maximum weight matching of G.

While the maximum-weight matching is a classical net-
work problem that can be solved in polynomial time, for
example, by the Hungarian algorithm [15] inOðð

P
i ki þ nÞ

3Þ
time, we do not know an efficient algorithm to compute the
best response under the finite parallelism model. Instead, we
provide the following local search heuristic.

Suppose we have n machines with weights w1; . . . ; wn
and total bids y1; . . . ; yn. Let the user’s budget be X and the
parallelism bound be k. Our goal is to compute an allocation
of X to up to k machines to maximize the user’s utility.

For a subset of machines A, denote by xðAÞ the best
response on A without parallelism bound and by UðAÞ the
utility obtained by the best-response algorithm. The local
search works as follows:

1. Set A to be the k machines with the highest wi=yi.

2. Compute UðAÞ by the infinite parallelism best-response

algorithm (Section 6.1) on A.
3. For each i 2 A and each j 62 A, repeat.

4. Let B ¼ A� fig þ fjg, compute UðBÞ.
5. IfðUðBÞ > UðAÞÞ, let A B, and goto 2.

6. Output xðAÞ.
Intuitively, by the local search heuristic, we test if we can

swap a machine in A for one not in A to improve the best-
response utility. Clearly, this can be done efficiently by the
best-response algorithm in the infinite parallelism model. If
so, we swap the machines and repeat the process. Other-
wise, we have reached local maxima and output that value.
We suspect, supported by the experimental evidence, that
the local maxima that this algorithm finds is also the global
maximum and that this process stops after a polynomial
number of iterations, but we are unable to establish it. See
Section 7 for the dynamics obtained from this algorithm.

6.3 Local Greedy Adjustment

The algorithms discussed above are specific to the linear
utility function assumed in our model. In practice, utility
functions may have a more complicated form, or even worse,
a user may not have a formulation of his utility function. We
do assume that the user still has a way to measure his utility,
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which is the minimum assumption necessary for any market-
based resource allocation mechanism. In these situations,
users can use a more general strategy, the local greedy
adjustment method, which works as follows: A user finds the
two machines that provide him with the highest and lowest
marginal utilities. He then moves a fixed small amount of
money from the machine with the lowest marginal utility to
the highest one. This strategy aims to adjust the bids so that
the marginal values of each machine being bid on are the
same. This is a sufficient condition for an optimal allocation
for concave utility functions. The tradeoff here is the low
convergence rate.

7 SIMULATION RESULTS

While the analytic results provide us with worst-case analysis
for the infinite parallelism model, in this section we employ
simulations to study the properties of the NE in more realistic
scenarios and for the finite parallelism model. First, we
determine whether the user bidding process converges, and
if so, what the rate of convergence is. Second, in cases of
convergence, we look at the performance at equilibrium,
using the efficiency and fairness metrics defined above.

Iterative method. In our simulations, each user starts
with an initial bid vector and then iteratively updates his
bids until a convergence criterion (described below) is met.
The initial bid is set proportional to the user’s weights
on the machines. We experiment with two update methods,
the best-response methods, as described in Sections 6.1 and
6.2, and the local greedy adjustment method, as described
in Section 6.3.

Convergence criteria. Convergence time measures how
quickly the system reaches an equilibrium. It is particularly
important in the highly dynamic environment of distrib-
uted shared clusters, in which the system’s conditions may
change before reaching the equilibrium. In some cases, a
high convergence rate may be more significant than the
efficiency at the equilibrium.

By definition, the system converges to an NE if the best-
response bids of each user at time t is equal to his bids at
time t� 1. Yet, in our simulations, we require a weaker
condition. We believe that users may not be willing to
reallocate their bids dramatically for a small utility gain.
Therefore, we use the utility gap criterion for convergence.
We say that the system has converged if the utility gap of
each user is smaller than � (0.001 in our experiments).

The utility gap criterion does not fit the local greedy
adjustment method, because under this method users will
experience constant fluctuations in utility as they move
money around. For this method, we use the marginal utility
gap criterion. We compare the highest and lowest utility
margins over all the machines. According to this criterion,
the system converges if the marginal utility gap of each user
is negligible.

A related issue is the stabilization of the social welfare in
the system. This might be interesting from the system
provider’s point of view. We call it the social welfare
stabilization criterion. We say that the system has stabilized
if the change in social welfare is � �. Note that it is possible
that the system will stabilize under this criterion, while
individual users’ utilities may not have converged. This

criterion is useful to evaluate how quickly the system as a
whole reaches a particular efficiency level.

User preferences. We experiment with two models of
user preferences:

. Uniform distribution. Users’ weights on the different
machines are independently and identically distrib-
uted, according the uniform distribution.

. Correlated distribution. In practice, users’ preferences
may be correlated based on factors like the hosts’
location and the types of applications that users run.
To capture these correlations, we associate with each
user and machine a resource profile vector where
each dimension of the vector represents one resource
(e.g., CPU, memory, and network bandwidth). For a
user i with a profile pi ¼ ðpi1; . . . ; pi‘Þ, pik represents
user i’s need for resource k. For machine jwith profile
qj ¼ ðqj1; . . . ; qj‘Þ, qjk represents machine j’s strength
with respect to resource k. Then,wij is the dot product
of user i’s and machine j’s resource profiles, i.e.,
wij ¼ pi � qj ¼

P‘
k¼1 pikqjk. By using these profiles, we

compress the parameter space and introduce correla-
tions between users and machines.

In the following simulations, we fix the number of
machines to 100 and vary the number of users from 5 to 250
(we only report the results for the range of 5-150 users since
the results remain similar for a larger number of users).
Sections 7.1 and 7.2 present the simulation results when we
apply the infinite parallelism and finite parallelism models,
respectively. If the system converges, we report the number
of iterations until convergence. A convergence time of
200 iterations indicates nonconvergence, in which case we
report the efficiency and fairness values at the point we
terminate the simulation.

7.1 Infinite Parallelism

In this section, we apply the infinite parallelism model, which
assumes that users can use an unlimited number of machines.
We present the efficiency and fairness at the equilibrium. Our
benchmark allocations are the social optimum allocation
(allocating each machine to the user who likes it the most),
and the weight-proportional allocation. In the weight-
proportional allocation, each user distributes his bids
proportionally to his weights on the machines.

We present results for the two user preference models.
With uniform preferences, users’ weights for the different
machines are independently and identically distributed
according to the uniform distribution, U 
 ð0; 1Þ (and are
normalized thereafter). In correlated preferences, each
user’s and each machine’s resource profile vector has three
dimensions, and their values are also taken from the
uniform distribution, U 
 ð0; 1Þ.

Convergence time. Fig. 2 shows the convergence time,
efficiency, and fairness of the infinite parallelism model
under (left) uniform and (right) correlated preferences. Plots
Figs. 2a and 2b show the convergence and stabilization time
of the best-response and local greedy adjustment methods.
The best-response algorithm converges within a few
numbers of iterations for any number of users. In contrast,
the local greedy adjustment algorithm does not converge
even within 500 iterations when the number of users is
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smaller than 60, but does converge for a larger number of
users. We believe that for small numbers of users, there are
dependency cycles among the users that prevent the system
from converging because one user’s decisions affects another
user, whose decisions affect another user, etc. Regardless, the
local greedy adjustment method stabilizes (in terms of social
welfare) within 100 iterations.

Fig. 3a presents the efficiency over time for a system with
40 users. It demonstrates that while both adjustment
methods reach the same social welfare, the best-response
algorithm is significantly faster.

In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the (Nash)
equilibrium, independent of the adjustment method used to
reach it.

Efficiency. Figs. 2c and 2d present the efficiency as a
function of the number of users. We present the efficiency at
equilibrium, and use the social optimum and the weight-
proportional static allocation methods for comparison. Social
optimum provides an efficient allocation by definition. For
both user preference models, the efficiency at the equilibrium
is approximately 0.9, independent of the number of users,
which is only slightly worse than the social optimum. The

efficiency at the equilibrium is �50 percent improvement
over the weight-proportional allocation method for uniform
preferences, and �30 percent improvement for correlated
preferences.

Fairness. Figs. 2e and 2f present the utility uniformity
as a function of the number of users, and Figs. 2g and 2h
present the envy-freeness. While the social optimum
yields perfect efficiency, it has poor fairness. The weight-
proportional method achieves the highest fairness among
the three allocation methods, but the fairness at the
equilibrium is close.

The utility uniformity is slightly better at the equilibrium
under uniform preferences (> 0.7) than under correlated
preferences (> 0.6), since when users’ preferences are more
aligned, users’ happiness is more likely going to be at the
expense of each other. Although utility uniformity de-
creases in the number of users, it remains reasonable even
for a large number of users, and flattens out at some point.
At the social optimum, utility uniformity can be infinitely
poor, as some users may be allocated no resources at all.
The same is true with respect to envy-freeness. The
difference between uniform and correlated preferences is
best demonstrated in the social optimum results. When the
number of users is small, it may be possible to satisfy all
users to some extent if their preferences are not aligned, but
if they are aligned, even with a very small number of users,
some users get no resources, thus both utility uniformity
and envy-freeness go to zero. As the number of users
increases, it becomes almost impossible to satisfy all users
independent of the existence of correlation.

These results demonstrate the tradeoff between the
different allocation methods. The efficiency at the equili-
brium is lower than the social optimum, but it performs much
better with respect to fairness. The equilibrium allocation is
completely envy free under uniform preferences and almost
envy free under correlated preferences.

7.2 Finite Parallelism

For the finite-parallelism model, we use the local search
algorithm, as described in Section 6.2, to adjust user’s bids.
We again experimented with both the uniform and
correlated preference distributions and did not find
significant differences in the results so we present the
simulation results for only the uniform distribution.

In our experiments, the local search algorithm stops
quickly—it usually discovers a local maximum within two
iterations. As mentioned before, we cannot prove that a
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Fig. 2. Efficiency, utility uniformity, enviness, and convergence time as a

function of the number of users under the infinite parallelism model, with

uniform and correlated preferences. n ¼ 100.

Fig. 3. (a) Efficiency level over time under the infinite parallelism model.

Number of users ¼ 40. n ¼ 100. (b) Efficiency level over time under the

finite parallelism model with local search algorithm. n ¼ 100.



local maximum is the global maximum, but our experi-

ments indicate that the local search heuristic leads to high

efficiency level.
Convergence time. Let � denote the parallelism bound

that limits the maximum number of machines each user can

bid on. We experiment with � ¼ 5 and � ¼ 20. In both

cases, we use 100 machines and vary the number of users.

Fig. 4 shows that the system does not always converge, but

if it does, the convergence happens quickly. The noncon-

vergence occurs when the number of users is between 20

and 40 for � ¼ 5, between 5 and 10 for � ¼ 20. We believe

that the nonconvergence is caused by moderate competi-

tion. No competition allows the system to equilibrate

quickly because users do not have to change their bids in

reaction to changes in others’ bids. High competition also

allows convergence because each user’s decision has only a

small impact on other users, so the system is more stable

and can gradually reach convergence. However, when there

is moderate competition, one user’s decisions may cause

dramatic changes in another’s decisions and cause large

fluctuations in bids. In both cases of nonconvergence, the

ratio of “competitors” per machine, � ¼ m	�=n for

m users and n machines, is in the interval [1, 2]. Although

the system does not converge in these “bad” ranges, the

system nonetheless achieves and maintains a high level of

overall efficiency after a few iterations (as shown in Fig. 3b).
Performance. In Fig. 5, we present the efficiency, utility

uniformity, and envy-freeness at the NE for the finite

parallelism model. When the system does not converge, we

measure performance by taking the minimum value we

observe after running for many iterations. When � ¼ 5,

there is a performance drop, in particular with respect to the

fairness metrics, in the range between 20 and 40 users

(where it does not converge). For a larger number of users,

the system converges and achieves a lower level of utility

uniformity, but a high degree of efficiency and envy-

freeness, similar to those under the infinite parallelism

model. As described above, this is due to the competition

ratio falling into the “head-to-head” range. When the

parallelism bound is large ð� ¼ 20Þ, the performance is

closer to the infinite parallelism model, and we do not

observe this drop in performance.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This work had studied the performance of a market-based

proportional-share mechanism for allocating of shared

resources among users with bounded budgets, using both

analytical and simulation methods. We analytically derive

upper and lower bounds on the efficiency and fairness of

this allocation mechanism. While the analytic bounds may

be poor, our simulation results show that, under some

assumptions on the distribution of users’ preferences, the

system stabilizes at a high-performance level for both

efficiency and fairness. In addition, with a few exceptions

under the finite parallelism model, the system reaches

equilibrium quickly by using the best-response algorithm

and, when the number of users is not too small, by the

greedy local adjustment method.
Our model and results suggest several interesting

directions for future research. One is to consider more

realistic utility functions. For example, we assume that there

is no parallelization cost, and there is no performance

degradation when multiple users share the same machine.

In practice, both assumptions may not hold. For example, in

networked shared clusters, the user must copy code and

data to a machine before running his application there, and

there is overhead for multiplexing resources on a single

machine. When the job size is large enough and the degree

of multiplexing is sufficiently low, we can probably ignore

those effects, but those costs should be taken into account

for a more realistic modeling. Another assumption is that

users have infinite work, so the more resources they can

acquire, the better. In practice, users have finite work. One

approach to address this is to model the user’s utility

according to the time to finish a task rather than the amount

of resources he receives.
Another direction is to study the dynamic properties of

the system when the users’ needs change over time,

according to some statistical model. In addition to the

usual questions concerning repeated games, it would also

be important to understand how users should allocate their

budgets wisely over time to accommodate future needs.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF LEMMA 4

Proof. Suppose that the weights for the two users are

u1; . . . ; un and w1; . . . ; wn, respectively. Denote by

x1; . . . ; xn and y1; . . . ; yn the bids for the two users on
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Fig. 4. Convergence time under the finite parallelism model. n ¼ 100.

Fig. 5. Efficiency, utility uniformity, and envy-freeness under the finite

parallelism model. n ¼ 100.



the machines. We show that the worst case can always be

achieved when there are only two machines. tu
Lemma 7. If there is an allocation such that @U1

@xi
� �1 and

@U2

@yi
� 	1, then there exists an NE with margin �, 	, where

� � �1 and 	 � 	1.

Proof. Follows from that @U1

@xi
� �1 is a convex set. We can

restrict the strategy to the set � satisfying

ui
yi

ðxi þ yiÞ2
��1;

wi
xi

ðxi þ yiÞ2
�	1;

Xn
i¼1

xi ¼X;

Xn
i¼1

yi ¼Y ;

xi; yi � 0:

Since � is convex and nonempty, there exists an NE, say

! ¼ ðx;yÞ, where x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ and y ¼ ðy1; . . . ; ynÞ, in

the restricted strategy set �. We show that it is an NE in the

full strategy space. Otherwise, suppose that x ¼ ðx1;

. . . ; xnÞ is not the best response to y ¼ ðy1; . . . ; ynÞ. Then,

there are i, j such that ui
yi

ðxiþyiÞ2
6¼ uj yj

ðxjþyjÞ2
. Let ui

yi
ðxiþyiÞ2

> uj
yj

ðxjþyjÞ2
� �0. We let x�i ¼ xi þ � and x�j ¼ xj � �. Let x�

be the strategy with xi replaced by x�i and xj by x�j . For

sufficiently small �, we have that U1ðx�; yÞ > U2ðx; yÞ by

ui
yi

ðxiþyiÞ2
> uj

yj

ðxjþyjÞ2
. Further, x� 2 �, contradicting with

that x is the best response to y in �. tu

Now, we show that if we merge two machines, it will

only decrease the social welfare at the NE. By merging two

machines, i and j, we mean that we replace the two

machines with a new machine with weights ui þ uj and

wi þ wj for the two users, respectively.

Lemma 8. Let Q1 be obtained from Q by merging any two

machines, then we have that UðQ1Þ � UðQÞ.
Proof. Let ! ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xn; y1; . . . ; ynÞ be an NE of Q. Then,

U1ð!Þ ¼
Xn
j¼1

ui
xi

xi þ yi
¼
Xn
j¼1

ui � ui
yi

xi þ yi

¼
Xn
j¼1

ui �
Xn
j¼1

�ðxi þ yiÞ ¼ 1� 2�:

Similarly, U2ð!Þ ¼ 1� 2	.
Now, we show a stronger statement that for any

NE ! of Q, there exists an NE !1 of Q1 such that

UiðQ1; !1Þ � UiðQ;!Þ; for any 1 � i � 2:

We only need to show that there exists !1 such that
�1 � � and 	1 � 	, where �1, 	1 are the respective
margin at !1 for the two players. Suppose that Q1 is
obtained by replacing machine n� 1 and n of Q by
machine ðn� 1Þ0. Now, consider the NE ! of Q.
Consider the allocation !0 ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xn�2; xn�1 þ xn;
y1; . . . ; yn�2; yn�1 þ ynÞ. Let �0, 	0 be the respective

margin of the players on machine ðn� 1Þ0 at !0. We
now show that �0 � � and 	0 � 	. We wish to show that

ðun�1 þ unÞ
yn�1 þ yn

ðxn�1 þ xn þ yn�1 þ ynÞ2

� un�1
yn�1

ðxn�1 þ yn�1Þ2
¼ un

yn

ðxn þ ynÞ2
:

Let an�1 ¼ xn�1 þ yn�1, an ¼ xn þ yn, and c ¼ un�1

un
.

Then, the above is equivalent to show that

yn�1 þ yn
ðan�1 þ anÞ2

� min c
yn�1

a2
n�1

; ð1� cÞ yn
a2
n

� �
:

The right-hand side achieves maximum at

yn�1yn
yn�1a2

n þ yna2
n�1

;

when

c ¼ yn
a2
n

�
yn�1

a2
n�1

þ yn
a2
n

� �
:

It is now easy to verify that

yn�1 þ yn
ðan�1 þ anÞ2

� yn�1yn
yn�1a2

n þ yna2
n�1

:

For all the other machines, they still have margin �
and 	. By Lemma 7, there exists an NE of Q1 with margin
�1, 	1 with �1 � � and 	1 � 	. This proves Lemma 8. tu

Divide the machines into two sets L1 ¼ fi j ui � wig and
L2 ¼ fi j ui < wig. We can then merge all the machines in L1

into one machine and all the machines in L2 into the other.
This way, the social optimum remains the same. By
Lemma 8, the merging only reduces UðQÞ and therefore
the efficiency �. This proves Lemma 4.

APPENDIX B

PROOF OF LEMMA 5

Proof. Suppose that the two users’ weights are, respectively,
ð�; 1� �Þ, ð
; 1� 
Þ with 0 < �, 
 < 1. And their alloca-
tion is ðx; 1� xÞ and ðy; 1� yÞ. Let s ¼ xþ y and
� ¼ ð2� sÞ=s. We have the following equalities:

s ¼ 2=ð1þ �Þ; ð2Þ

U ¼ 2� 2ð�þ 	Þ; ð3Þ

�þ 	 ¼ �

s
þ ð1� �Þð1� 
Þ

2� s : ð4Þ

Equality (2) is obvious. Equality (3) is proved in the
proof of Lemma 8. Equality (4) is the consequence of the
following equations:

�

�
þ 	


¼ 1

s
; ð5Þ

�

1� �þ
	

1� 
 ¼
1

2� s : ð6Þ
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Equation (5) is due to � y
s2 ¼ �, 
 x

s2 ¼ 	, and s ¼ xþ y.

Clearly, (4) follows if we multiply (5) by �
 and (6) by

ð1� �Þð1� 
Þ and then add them.

Now, we define some notations for later use:

b ¼ 1

4�

þ 1

4

þ 7

4�
� 2;

c ¼ 1

2�
þ 1

2

� 1;

d ¼ ð1� �Þð1� 
Þ
�


;

e ¼ b� c ¼ 5

4�
þ 1

4�

� 1

4

� 1:

Since 0 < �, 
 < 1, it is easy to verify that b, c, d,

e > 0. From

�
y

s2
¼ð1� �Þ 1� y

ð2� sÞ2
;



x

s2
¼ð1� 
Þ 1� x

ð2� sÞ2
;

we have that

��2y ¼ð1� �Þð1� yÞ;

�2x ¼ð1� 
Þð1� xÞ:

That is, x ¼ 1
1þ�2ð1�
Þ=
 and y ¼ 1

1þ�2ð1��Þ=� . Further,

xþ y ¼ s ¼ 2
1þ� . Therefore,

1

1þ �2ð1� 
Þ=
 þ
1

1þ �2ð1� �Þ=� ¼
2

1þ � :

Simplifying the above equation, we obtain that

�3 � c�2 þ c� � d ¼ 0: ð7Þ

Without loss of generality, we assume that � � 
,

1� 
, 1� �. Thus, U� ¼ �þ 1� 
. Combining equalities

(2), (3), and (4), we have that

U ¼ 2� 2ð�þ 	Þ

¼ 2� 2
�


s
þ ð1� �Þð1� 
Þ

2� s

� �

¼U� � �
� þ ð1� �Þð1� 
Þ
�

þ 2�
 � 2


� �
:

Now, we assume that U=U� < 3=4 and derive contra-

diction. If U=U� < 3=4, then

�
� þ ð1� �Þð1� 
Þ
�

þ 2�
 � 2
 > ð1þ �� 
Þ=4: ð8Þ

The above inequality is equivalent to that F�;
ð�Þ > 0,
where

F�;
ð�Þ ¼ �2 � b� þ d:

We now just need to show that for any 0 < 
 � � < 1,

there does not exist positive root for (7) which satisfies

F�;
ð�Þ > 0. The proof is by algebraic arguments, and the

details are omitted. tu
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